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Abstract
In a commercial kitchen, a large ventilation rate is needed and energy consumption can be
large because a large amount of effluence of heat and moisture need to be removed. To
improve kitchen environment and to save the energy, low radiative cooking equipment with
concentrated exhaust chimney was developed. Although a ventilation rate may be decreased
by using this equipment, the effluence needs to be captured well. To predict indoor air and
thermal environment of commercial kitchen using this equipment, CFD analysis is useful. In
the previous study, the capture efficiency of the hood was measured when this new equipment
is used. In this paper, CFD simulation was carried out in order to analyze capture efficiency
of the equipment with reproducing the measurement. CFD results of various conditions were
compared with measured ones. CFD results were agreed well with measured ones for many
cases.
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Introduction

In commercial kitchen, a large amount of heat and moisture are generated and they must be
removed. Since the gas cooking equipment involves combustion, a kitchen in which gas
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cooking equipment is used requires sufficient supply of oxygen for the combustion process.
Hence, a large ventilation rate is required to meet the combustion and ventilation
requirements resulting in high energy consumption.

A performance of the exhaust hood is important to remove contaminant and keep good air
quality. The capture efficiency of hood has been examined previously under various room
conditions. For example, Wolbrink and Sarnosky [1] defined capture efficiency as the ratio
of moisture captured by the hood to moisture produced by the source. Li et al.[2] proposed
new definition of capture efficiency which includes the air exchange between the cooking
zone and the room zone in a two-zone mixing model. The capture efficiency of the standard
canopy hood for exhaust gas and contaminant generated by cooking above the commercial
cooking stoves and fryers were measured on two kinds of heat sources of natural gas and
electromagnetic heat by Yamanaka et al.[3]. In addition, Momose et al.[4] investigated the
influence of a moving person on the capture efficiency.

Recently, low radiative cooking equipment with concentrated exhaust chimney has been
developed to improve the kitchen environment and conserve the HVAC energy requirements.
A cross-section of the low radiative equipment is shown in Fig.1. The low radiative
equipment has two advantages. Firstly, the surface temperature of the equipment is lower
than that of the conventional equipment. This reduces radiation heat emission toward workers
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and room surface. Secondly, generated combustion gas is exhausted effectively by using
concentrated exhaust chimney. This reduces the diffusion and overflow of effluences to the
room, which also contains the heat and CO2 waste gas from combustion. Consequently, the
required exhaust flow rate can be reduced by these advantages. Although a ventilation rate
may be decreased by using this equipment, there is no design guideline of ventilation system
under operation of this type of equipment. Therefore the purpose of this study is to prove the
ventilation performance of these equipments, and build up a design guideline of ventilation
system under operation of them. To predict indoor air and thermal environment of
commercial kitchen using this equipment, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis is
useful. Authors [5] carried out CFD analysis on capture efficiency of the canopy hood for
combustion gas and cooking effluence under operation of one kind of equipment operating in
a laboratory. However, the simulation accuracy of exhaust plume was not so high suspect.
Authors [6] also carried out simplified CFD analysis on indoor thermal environment under
operation of three kinds of equipment operating in a room. However, this analysis disagrees
with experimental result [5] due to the error in the boundary conditions. In this paper, first we
carried out CFD analysis on capture efficiency of the canopy hood under operation of one
kind of equipment in a large laboratory. We used measured data of exhaust air [7] and
temperature [8] as boundary conditions of the analysis. Comparing with experimental result
[5], simulation accuracy is checked. Secondly applying these boundary conditions, we carried
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out CFD analysis on indoor thermal environment under operation of three kinds of equipment
operating in a room which has supply and exhaust air like a real kitchen.

1. CFD Analysis on Capture Efficiency of the Hood in Large Space

1.1 Outline

CFD simulation was carried out in order to analyze the capture efficiency of the hood for
combustion gas and cooking effluence under operation of one kind of the low radiative
equipment in a laboratory. The laboratory measurements were carried out by Authors [5].
CFD outline is shown in Table 1.

1.2 Methods

As an analyzed room, experiment room of the study is simulated. The experimental space is
in large of experimental building and the leakage from the hood is exhausted at ceiling height
around the hood and it doesn’t capture again. Analyzed room is shown in Fig.2-Fig.3. The
applications used for this analysis were low radiative range, fryer and kettle. A calculated
domain is 4600*4200*3000mm space including a 1200*1200*500mm (2400*1200*500 in
the case of kettle) canopy-type exhaust hood in the center. The height of the bottom of the
hood is 2000mm. This is common used in the real kitchen. Each application is set under the
center of hood. Initial Setting of indoor air temperature is 20 deg.C.
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The standard k- model (SKE) and RNG k-model (RNG) are used as turbulence model. In
order to exhaust contaminant from cooking equipment, the hood has a exhaust opening
(300*300mm) at the center in the case of range and fryer, and it has two of them in the case
of kettle. Assuming that the leakage from the hood is exhausted at ceiling height around the
hood, the pressure at ceiling height is fixed as 0 Pa. The air is supplied from the lower part of
surroundings walls (from floor to height 800mm). Supply air flow rate is 2 times of exhaust
flow rate from exhaust opening at hood. As for the wall boundary condition, the generalized
log law was applied for the velocity and adiabatic for thermal condition. Boundary conditions
of the room are shown in Table 2. This CFD analysis was carried out under five conditions of
exhaust flow rate, that is 20KQ (Case1), 30KQ (Case2), 40KQ (Case3), 0.3m/s of the face
velocity at the bottom of the hood (Case4) and 0.4m/s of the face velocity (Case5) for each
item of equipment. This method conforms to BL method [9] and is authorized as standard
measuring method to determine the capture efficiency of a hood in JAPAN. Where, K is the
Theoretical combustion gas flow rate per input [m3/(h・KW)] and Q is the gas input[KW].
These conditions are the same as the previous experiment. The analyzed exhaust and supply
flow rate are shown in Table 3.

1.3 Boundary Conditions of the Equipments
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The equipment models are shown in Fig.4. Boundary conditions of temperatures of cooking
equipment surface, water vapor from the cooking pot and exhaust air from the exhaust
opening were applied to the analysis. Since the radiative heat is very small compared to other
heat transfer, it is not considered in this analysis. Air flow rate and temperature of
combustion gas and ambient air to cool the equipment is based on the measurements. Latent
heat of vaporization is calculated based on measured amount of vapor generation rate from
the water per hour. Temperatures of cooking equipment surface were based on measured data.
These boundary conditions of the equipment were shown in Table 4-Table 6.

2. CFD Analysis on Indoor Thermal Environment

2.1 Outline

CFD simulation was carried out in order to analyze indoor thermal environment of the room
that three kinds of the low radiative cooking equipments with concentrated exhaust chimney
are operated. The laboratory measurements were carried out by Authors [10]. By comparing
CFD to Experiment, we validate the accuracy of CFD simulation. CFD outline is shown in
Table 7.

2.2 Method
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As an analyzed room, experimental room of the previous study is simulated. A plan, crosssection and perspective drawing of the analyzed room are shown in Fig.5. In the room of
4500*3500*2500mm, a low radiative kettle, range and fryer are installed from the left.
Boundary conditions of the each equipment are the same as chapter 1 (see Table 4-Table 6).
The air is supplied from the three ceiling inlets and exhausted from three exhaust openings
(350*350mm) of the hood (900*3500mm).

SKE is used as turbulence model. As for the wall boundary condition, the generalized log law
was applied for the velocity and surface temperatures were based on measured data [10].
Simulation conditions of the equipment are shown in Table 4-Table 6. This CFD analysis
was carried out under five conditions of exhaust flow rate, that is 20KQ (Case1), 30KQ
(Case2), 40KQ (Case3) and 0.3m/s of the face velocity at the bottom of the hood (Case4)
which is same as the experiment of the previous study TAKANO el at. [10]. The analyzed
exhaust and supply flow rate are shown in Table 8.

3. Result and Discussion

3.1 Capture Efficiency of the Hood in Large Space

The capture efficiency  is calculated as follows.
(Eq.1)
Where
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QH: Contaminant flow rate exhausted through the hood [kg/s]
Qc: Contaminant flow rate exhausted at ceiling height around the hood [kg/s]

In order to obtain capture efficiency, passive contaminants are released from a cooking pot as
cooking effluence and from exhaust opening of the equipments as combustion gas. The
capture efficiency obtained from CFD analysis and experimental is shown in Fig.6. With
regard to CFD analysis result of both SKE and RNG, the capture efficiency of combustion
gas (gas) and cooking effluence (cook) in the cases over Case4 of all equipments is 100%.
This agrees with the experiment result. In addition, both gas and cook of RNG are higher
than that of SKE. This is because that as to SKE, an updraft from the pot tends to spread
water-vapor into the air. As for cook of Kettle for Case1-Case3, RNG agrees with the
experimental result very well. As for gas of Kettle for Case1-Case3, however, both SKE and
RNG are lower than experimental result. In comparison with SKE, RNG is close to
experimental result. In general, SKE overestimates turbulence kinematic energy k around
impinging stream [11]. In this simulation of the kettle, SKE overestimates turbulence
kinematic energy k around a top panel of the hood. As for gasand cook of range for Case1Case3, SKE and RNG are slightly higher than experimental result, but these can follow the
experimental tendency. Flow rate exhausted from exhaust chimney opening may be
overestimated. As for gasand cook of fryer for Case1-Case3, SKE agrees with the
experimental result very well and RNG is slightly higher than experimental result. However,
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experimental result are not so accurate between Case3 (311m3/h) and Case4 (1512m3/h).
This is because that experimental result has no data between them and it is largely-spaced
(see Fig.6). Further measurements will be needed in the future. If it is assumed that measured
data is higher than linearly-interpolated line between them, RNG may agree with
experimental result.

In conclusion, some disagreements were seen due to the error in the boundary conditions or
the turbulence model, but capture efficiency by CFD were agreed well with measured results
for many cases. Thus, it seems that CFD model for each equipment in this section is faithful.

3.2 Indoor thermal environment

The vertical distributions of temperature in A-A’, B-B’ and C-C’ section (see Fig.5) of CFD
simulation and measure data [10] are shown in Fig.7. As for all exhaust flow rates, the larger
exhaust rate is, the lower indoor air temperature is and the smaller air temperature difference
between the top and the bottom of the room is. These agree with the experimental result very
well. This is because that the amount of heat removed from the room by the hood depends on
exhaust rate. Especially, as to low exhaust flow rate, room air temperature of upper area is
high due to a lot of heat leakage from the hood. This indicates that we can estimate indoor
thermal environment in the room accurately. To estimate them accurately, we can use section
the data of 3.1 (see Table 4-Table 6) for boundary conditions of these equipments.
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Experimental measurement point of temperature is shown in Fig.8 and correlation charts
between CFD temperature and experiment temperature are shown in Fig.9. As for most
points, error is from -2deg.C to +2deg.C, and CFD is broadly consistent with experiment. As
for some points of low temperature zone, temperature of CFD is lower than that of
experiment. These points are close to the equipments. A minor change in the air movement
may have significant effect upon the temperature, so the future researches are needed. Fig.10
shows the vertical temperature distribution of the room that is the average of the
measurement points with the same height. CFD is consistent with experiment well. Although,
as to the lower area, temperature of CFD is a slightly lower than that of experiment, this is the
same tendency as shown in Fig.9.

Conclusions

In this paper, two CFD simulations are carried in order to estimate capture efficiency of the
hood and indoor thermal environment in the room operated the low radiative cooking
equipments with concentrated exhaust chimney. By comparing the CFD result with the past
experimental result, the paper indicates that the CFD conditions of the equipment in this
paper are faithful, and we can estimate indoor thermal environment accurately in the room
operated the low radiative cooking equipments with concentrated exhaust chimney by using
them.
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Fig.1 Outline of Low Radiative Cooking Equipment
(Example of Kettle)

Fig.3 Analysis Room
(Plan and Section)
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Fig.2 Analysis Room
(Overall View)

(a)Kettle

(b)Range
Fig.4 Equipment Conditions

Fig.5 Analysis Room
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(c)Fryer

Fig.6 Capture Efficiency
Comparison of CFD Analysis and Experiment

Fig.7 Vertical Distributions of Temperature in A-A’, B-B’ and C-C’ Section
Comparison of CFD Analysis and Experiment
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Plan

Section

Fig.8 Experimental Measurement Point of Temperature

Fig.9 Correlation Chart between CFD and Experiment
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Fig.10 Vertical Temperature Distribution (Plane Measurement Point Average)
Table 1 CFD Outline

Table 2 Boundary Conditions of Room

Table 4 Surface Temperatures
of Equipments

Table 3 Parameter of Supply and Exhaust Flow Rate

Table 5 Inlet Conditions of Equipment
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Table 6 Exhaust Conditions of Range

Table 7 CFD Outline

Table 8 Parameter Supply and Exhaust Flow Rate

Name of the Surface
Table 9 Surface Temperatures of Room
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